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Media Collusion

A most important task for members of 
Freedom First Society is to help others 
understand how and why the major 
media are deceiving Americans. 
 Although many perceive a liberal 
bias in much of the media, the problem 
goes much, much deeper, and few 
recognize its seriousness. The problem 
stems from a top-down conspiracy 
that is working to deliver America to 
a totalitarian new world order.
 As FFS VP Tom Gow wrote in the 
February 2003 JBS Bulletin:

 For decades, much of the major 
media has operated under the 
influence of an Internationalist 

Conspiracy and is providing critical 
support for a revolutionary agenda 
orchestrated by that Conspiracy. 
That agenda does not originate 
within the media itself. Those who 
research and try to explain media 
performance by viewing the media 
in isolation are doomed to failure. 
It is impossible to understand what 
the media is doing and why without 
understanding the Conspiracy.
 The Establishment media is 
truly a serious threat to our free-
doms primarily because it acts 
in concert with other branches 
of the Conspiracy — power-
ful individuals, organizations, 
think tanks, foundations, and 
institutions.... 

 Both Masters of Deception and The 
President Makers provide extensive 
documentation for the above claims.
 Despite their distrust of the 
Establishment media, most Americans 
continue to rely on these readily 
available resources for learning about 
world and domestic events. And we 
really have no choice but to use the 
controlled-media for news. But, as 
FFS members, we should seek to 
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Collusion in revolution: Media reporting of the June 11th protests in cities across the U.S. depicted the protestors as merely sincere “sup-
porters of LGBT rights ... angry over threats posed by the administration of President Donald Trump.” By ignoring any subversive agenda 
and organization driving the sponsoring front groups, the reports assisted the revolutionary assault on freedom’s sustaining culture.
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create understanding of the limits 
and outright poison in the associated 
commentary. And then reinforce that 
understanding with periodic evidence 
of the betrayal. 
 To do so, it is helpful to communicate 
the patterns and tactics of media 
deception, rather than citing a long list 
of abuses.

Gatekeeper and Cheerleader
The functions of the Establishment 
media in supporting the Internationalist 
revolution fall into two broad categories: 
gatekeeper and cheerleader.
 As gatekeepers, the media decide 
which individuals, information, 
and viewpoints have access to the 
American public and which do not. A 
primary objective of the Conspiracy is 
to ensure that its control of the common 
sources of information is so extensive 
that most Americans only hear the 
Establishment line and seem to hear 
it everywhere. That grip ensures that 
people only see a Hobson’s choice 
(really no choice at all) between 
policies (and often candidates). 
 However, to maintain their grip as 
gatekeepers without discussing real 
solutions, the media must nevertheless 
be captivating. So the media act much 
like the promoters of professional 
wrestling matches, hyping partisan 
conflicts.
 As gatekeepers, the media choose the 
“go to” experts for both sides (really the 
same side) of an issue, often sanitizing 
the credentials of their experts.
 The media also provide a forum 
for leftist revolutionaries and their 
demonstrations, presenting them 
as ordinary grassroots citizens with 
legitimate gripes, while omitting any 
hint of a hidden agenda. The media 
thus provide essential assistance in 
creating the illusion of popular support 
for revolutionary goals — “pressure 
from below.” 
 Of course, the most important media 
function as gatekeeper is to conceal the 
existence of any high-level conspiracy 
for power and its subversive agenda 

behind the myriad of publicized 
pretexts. The media even give North 
Korean propaganda credence, such as 
its alleged fear that U.S. joint military 
exercises in the region are preparation 
for an invasion.
 The other broad category of media 
support is cheerleader for Insider 
propaganda campaigns and the 
entire Insider agenda. Prominent is 
the hyping of crises — the “eternal 
emergencies” the Insiders need to win 
public acceptance for revolutionary 
change. Thomas Burke said it well — 
“The people never give up their liberties 
but under some delusion.” Long-
standing media-promoted crises include 
police brutality, global warming, and an 
epidemic of gun violence. 
 In their role as cheerleaders, the 
media also intimidate and demonize 
resistance to the Insider agenda 
(with epithets such as McCarthyism 
and “climate change skeptics”). A 
prime example: discrediting those 
who would expose real evidence of 
Conspiracy by lumping them in with 
conspiracy nutcases. 

Overlapping roles
Sometimes the media functions of 
gatekeeper and cheerleader overlap. 
A good example is the alleged threat 
of man-made global warming due 
to the increased release of carbon 
dioxide. We are constantly told that 
an overwhelming scientific consensus 
supports this threat. And the media 
denigrate those who challenge this 
consensus as simple minds who prefer 
their gut feelings to hard scientific 
evidence.
 For a breath of fresh air and much-
needed correction, we quote here a few 
key findings from a 2015 extensively 
researched publication authored by 
three scientists — Craig D. Idso, 
Robert M. Carter, and S. Fred Singer. 
In Why Scientists Disagree About 
Global Warming, they conclude: 

• The articles and surveys most 
commonly cited as showing support 

for a “scientific consensus” in favor 
of the catastrophic man-made global 
warming hypothesis are without 
exception methodologically flawed 
and often deliberately misleading.

• Many prominent experts and 
probably most working scientists 
disagree with the claims made by the 
United Nations’ Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).

• IPCC, created to find and disseminate 
research finding a human impact 
on global climate, is not a credible 
source. It is agenda-driven, a 
political rather than scientific body, 
and some allege it is corrupt.

 And, of course, the media  completely 
ignore how the environmental move-
ment was created and funded and the 
Insider agenda served by the alleged 
man-made global warming crisis. 
 Action recommendations: In 
addition to sharing FFS printed 
materials exposing the controlled-
media (e.g., Media-Controlled 

Exposing a pretext: In the above booklet, 
three scientists provide evidence to dispute the 
media perpetuated claim of Pres. Obama and 
NASA that “97 percent of scientists agree” that 
catastrophic man-made global warming is a se-
rious threat.
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Delusion, Masters of Deception, and 
The President Makers), make use 
of the convenience of the Internet to 
share articles posted on our website.

Grow to Win

  The key to accomplishing all we 
need to accomplish is the work of 
members in building Chapters.... 
While focusing on several of the 
most promising prospects, we are 
looking for those who will see 
the necessity and opportunity and 
catch fire. 

— June Action Report

 Tapping the unique influence of 
each of our members is the path to 
multiplying our growth. And by using 
our website as a resource, exercising 
that influence is easier and less 
expensive than ever. 
 We urge every online member to 
take advantage of the convenience 
of sharing FFS posts with those they 
know. For example, a recent post, 
“Voter-supplied Backbone Needed,” 
shows that Congress by itself will 
never put the federal monster back 
under the chains of the Constitution.
 Our goal should be to use our 
personal influence to help start 
Chapters in remote cities, even other 
states. Sharing a stream of posts by 
itself will not directly accomplish 
this goal (it will help build traffic to 
our website and scorecard). But, with 
occasional follow-up personal contact 
to gauge reaction and recommend 
a course of action, we can find and 
inspire future volunteer leaders.

Tapping Facebook Power

Facebook users: Andrew Carver has 
added a scorecard share button that 
appears on each legislator’s scorecard 
page as well as on the scorecard table.
 Another continuing opportunity 
is the post we announced last 
month, “Renegotiate NAFTA? No 
Way! — Get US out!” As you may 
recall, that post describes the real 
subversive mission — “progressive 

regionalization” — of the misnamed 
“free trade” pacts, in the context of 
the president’s decision to renegotiate 
NAFTA rather than withdraw. 
 In 1995, David Rockefeller 
associate and Trilateral Commission 
leader, Zbigniew Brzezinski, openly 
summarized the subversive strategy at 
Gorbachev’s State of the World Forum 
in San Francisco: “We cannot leap into 
world government in one quick step.... 
In brief, the precondition for eventual 
globalization — genuine globalization 
— is progressive regionalization, 
because thereby we move toward 
larger, more stable, more cooperative 
units.” [Emphasis added.]
 President Trump’s announced plan 
to renegotiate NAFTA to achieve 
more favorable terms ignores this 
threat and so will ultimately advance 
it. According to the Insiders’ Foreign 
Policy magazine, there is yet no 
timetable for the renegotiation. 
Hearings were scheduled for the end 
of June and talks are to begin mid-
August. 

Say “NO” to Socialized Medicine

 As Marx and Lenin and Stalin 
— and George Bernard Shaw and 
H.G.  Wells, and all the rest of 
the “intellectuals” as well as the 
gangsters of the Conspiracy — 
have made abundantly clear, you 
do not entice a people into the net 
of socialism by calling it socialism. 

You call the separate pieces of the 
program by various names, each 
of which denotes some supposed 
goal of “humanitarianism.” Then 
in due course the poor fools wake 
up to find that the real name is 
Communism, and that they have 
become its slaves. 

— Robert Welch, June 1970
 
 As noted last month, the GOP 
struggle to repeal and replace 
Obamacare shows clearly that 
socialism dominates both parties in 
Congress. In media reports, socialist 
rhetoric is alive and well, and no one 
will tell the American people that 
socialism is a scam to lead us all into 
slavery. Communicating that lesson is 
our job.
 Recommended action: Revisit 
our “Say ‘NO’” campaign page and 
share it with others. Also share the 
“Ryan-TrumpCare” post with its link 
to Chapter 1 “Socialized Medicine” of 
Media-Controlled Delusion.

Save Our Constitution! 
by Andrew Carver

The recently updated BBA Task Force 
webpage (www.bba4usa.org/report/) 
declares openly the states they are 
targeting for 2018: Idaho, pay attention! 
Having tried and failed to pass an 
Idaho Con-con call in 2017, they ARE 
coming back for you next year! And 
to learn what the Convention of States 

On the COS team: Former U.S. senators Tom Coburn (R-OK) and Jim DeMint (R-
SC) are helping to supply the conservative image needed to sell the Con-con trap to 
our mostly Republican state legislatures.



folks are planning in any state, check 
out https://www.cosaction.com/states
 But the immediate threat this year 
is not over! The Convention of the 
States (COS) has been pulling out all 
the stops in North Carolina. The COS 
forces planned a massive rally for 
June 27th, including two of their paid 
“legends,” former U.S. Senators Tom 
Coburn and (a new addition to their 
team) Jim DeMint. 
 The occasion for this glittering 
panel of luminaries is that S.36, a 
COS-modeled Con-con call, has 
passed the N.C. Senate, and the COS 
partisans are also hoping to get it 
through the House. North Carolina 
members would welcome any help in 
countering the intense pressure to pass 
S. 36 in the N.C. House.
 We have seen this year the lobbying 
firepower that the Convention of 
States Project has organized against 
the Texas legislature. The Texas 
governor announced, at the end of 

a self-driving Constitution (like self-
driving cars)? One that was so effective 
that it kept federal legislators, judges, 
and executives in line automatically?
 Yes, sure it would. But no matter 
how clear and simple the Constitution 
may be, there are always people who 
would prefer to flout it. In short, “We 
The People” must become “drivers” 
of our Constitution. That is, we must 
“bind down” our leaders to it. 
 This is the lesson the proponents of 
an Article V Con-con are hoping we 
and our state legislators forget. For 
they imply that the blame for rampant 
violation of our Constitution lies NOT 
with our leaders — nor even with us 
— but rather, with the Constitution!
 Under the pretext of seeking the 
mythical, wonderful, self-driving 
Constitution, Con-con proponents are 
really providing the path for power 
seekers to emasculate that document 
— our vital road back to limited 
government. We dare not let them 
succeed!

Action Summary

Note: Some requests below are ongoing 
from previous Action Reports. 

1.  Help build our organized force. 
Introduce prospects to media 
collusion and the revolutionary 
agenda behind socialized medicine. 

2.  Use our new DVD, “How to 
Restore America’s Greatness,” to 
recruit prospects.

3.  Contact legislators in your state 
in opposition to any Con-con calls, 
current or future. In states that 
have passed BBA Con-con calls, 
work to rescind all of your state’s 
Con-con calls. 

4.  Print copies of your congressman’s 
scorecard and share them locally.

5.  Share recent FFS posts. Share your 
congressman’s scorecard and our 
scorecard table on Facebook.
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2016, that Texas was a major target of 
the COS forces for 2017 — and that he 
was firmly behind it. 
 We also have an urgent need for 
action to stop AJR21 (a balanced 
budget Con-con) in Wisconsin. 
Both S.36 and AJR21 have already 
passed one house in their legislatures. 
Please check the info for these on our 
website, under “Measures Targeted 
By Campaigns.”

The Constitution Needs Enforcing, 
Not Fixing!
Americans have enjoyed technological 
progress for so long, they can perhaps 
be forgiven for imagining that 
technology promises answers for all 
problems. But the evidence continues 
to mount that evil people wish to use 
that pipedream to get Americans to 
vote for their own enslavement.
 What? How could they bring that 
about?
 Well, wouldn’t it be cool if we had 

Written by FFS Volunteer Coordinator Mrs. Julianne Young


